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Dear Sir/Madam,

I stand with so many that are alarmed at the news of the discussion being had
regarding extension (once again) of the Emergency Powers Bill which MUST end
on 30th April 2022. The previous extension was tabled in parliament on June 16,
2021 by the Minister for Health, Yvette D’Ath, to have that extension extended
until April 2022. 

As a sovereign woman living in Queensland, I am fully opposed to this bill, and I
strongly urge all Ministers of all Political Parties and Persuasion in our Queensland
Parliament to finally bring a halt to any further extension of these unlawful
measures. Come April 2022 it will be over 2 years and the People of Queensland
say Enough is Enough. There are so many more pressing issues at hand -
depression, deaths, disunity, education standards declining, floods, separation of
loved ones, increase in food and fuel prices etc, and the list could go on and on.

The Public Health and Other Legislation (Further Extension of Expiring Provisions)
Amendment Bill 2021 extended a range of emergency measures that increased
the government's overreaching power over people’s lives, including the
extraordinary powers of the Chief Health Officer, Dr Jeannette Young and New
Chief Health Officer Dr John Gerrard. 

So far, the Health Minister’s powers (whether justified or not) under the PHO have
contributed to loss of small business, (each business owner has a debt to pay, and
possibly bankrupt or lost family homes, and have understandable mental health
stresses), the QR code system is everywhere without agreement or debate (many
people object to this forcing of new and permanent tech, and having to surrender
privacy), forcing of mask wearing (deprivation of oxygen and increased CO2
levels, make healthy people sicker, children's ability to learn has decreased),
closure of church services (essential for mental health), no singing (which is
excellent for mental and physical health). Debate or second opinion on these
subjects has been silenced and censored.

Queenslanders want an End to Emergency Powers NOW!

Yours sincerely,

Donna Barry - 
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